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Description
Hi,
darktable 2.6 can not delete duplicates of local copies. A toast with the message "cannot remove local copy when the original is not
accessible" is shown.
History
#1 - 01/04/2019 03:30 AM - Aurélien PIERRE
And are the originals accessible ?
When the local copies are deleted, darktable resynchronizes the development history with the XMP of the originals. So the operation is aborted when
this can't be achieved.
Although, it could be nice to have a dialog allowing to force the deleting anyway.

#2 - 01/04/2019 08:45 AM - David Schaefer
Hi,
And are the originals accessible ?

No but that doesnt matter. Please read below.
When the local copies are deleted, darktable resynchronizes the development history with the XMP of the originals. So the operation is aborted
when this can't be achieved.
Although, it could be nice to have a dialog allowing to force the deleting anyway.

I completely agree, but this is different from my concern.
When you have a local copy it doesnt matter if the original is accessible or not. You work on the local copy. Only if you replay the local copy you need
to have access because the synchronization and update process obviously needs it. Now lets consider a different use-case: A duplicate of a local
copy:
If we have a duplicate of an image, may it be a local copy or not (image O), we get a new Image (image D). Since we are able to create the duplicate
for both of them (also if O from the local copy is not available), we should also be able to remove the duplicate.
For me the requirement to be available makes only sense for the local copy O, not any derived images D from O.
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#3 - 01/04/2019 10:25 PM - Pascal Obry
If we have a duplicate of an image, may it be a local copy or not (image O), we get a new Image (image D). Sin
ce we are able to create the duplicate for both of them (also if O from the local copy is not available), we s
hould also be able to remove the duplicate.

But there is no way to tell if the duplicate come from the local copy or the original I think. So from dt point of view, the syncho is required and it refuses
to delete something that may be need a sync later. Maybe we can improve that, but not sure it is trivial...
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